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How do you combat discrimination? 
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Time of reducing resources – need to target 



However… 
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Previous research was conducted in  2005 by Equal Opportunities Commission. This found that:every  year almost half of the 440,000 pregnant women in Great Britain experience some form of disadvantage at work, simply for being pregnant or taking maternity leave. 7% or approximately 30,000 are forced out of their jobs.Just to illustrate how much times have moved on since the EOC carried out their work I thought I’d show you the latest cutting edge technology when the EOC were carrying out their research – this is the most popular phone sold in 2003. It was the first year we had access to a phone with a colour display and for the first time a camera phone was available all of 0.3 megapixel  10 years on, its not only technology that has changed, there is a change in the context  of our society – both economically (austerity) & legal (e.g. tribunal fees). Anecdotal - Increased calls to the helplines run by Family and women’s group, and legal specialists suggest there may have been a rise in pregnancy and maternity discrimination  in recent years. Previous studies only superficially look at business’ awareness of pregnancy and maternity rightsHold on to this image in you mind. 



Legislative Framework 
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What we knew about the legislative framework was that, to our eyes, it offered a very comprehensive suite of protection. 2 weeks mandatory leave after child birth (4 weeks if a factory worker)26 weeks ordinary maternity leave26 weeks additional maternity leaveStatutory maternity payWide spread health and safety protectionsProtections from discrimination in the work place (direct, indirect, associative discrimination on the grounds of pregnancy)Up to 10 kit daysIn addition  recent changes giving pregnant women and working parents more rights at work, such as shared parental leave and the right to request flexible working.So for us then the question became;why does the anecdotal evidence point to the legislative framework translating into practice?



EHRC Work Programme 

• Establish authoritative evidence base 
• Work with partners to develop solutions  
• Start widespread public conversation 
• Recommend change where needed  
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We knew from the evidence we have seen that there was a sustained and long term issue in relation to pregnancy and maternity discrimination. We wanted to know more about women and employer experiences and how these were working. Our suspicion was that the key issue was around;employers knowledge and understanding of the law and perceptions of women in the work place. As a result we designed a work programme to;(As above) Overarching long term aim; To shift the perception of women of childbearing age from that of business burden to business benefit 



Research 

• Largest scale research of its kind 
 - questionnaire and interviews 
 

 
 

 

• Measure economic impact of pregnancy and 
maternity discrimination 
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Establish authoritative evidence baseSurveys have the largest sample size of women and Business done in this Field in the UK. The survey has 3 times move business surveyed then the EOC reportSurvey: 3,254 mothers 3,034 employersIt asks more questions – Means we know more but the numbers aren’t directly comparable. Telephone Questionnaire – about 30 mins long for mothers and 25 for firms Tri-nation approach (over sampling in Scotland and Wales to be able to draw conclusions) Themes in report:Employer Attitudes Mothers ExperiencesEmployer’s concerns and awareness of their responsibilities Health & SafetyCommunication during maternity leaveFlexible WorkingRedundancy and Dismissal Raising concerns Compare and contrast employer vs mother experiences. What is the reality or where is there a disconnect?Identify employer area’s of uncertainty and concern where they fear getting it wrongCommunication as a way to getting it right or wrong!Flexible working – new how is it turning out2005 30,000 women fired because of their pregnancy or treated so badly they had to leave. Are we better or worse?How are concerns dealt with by women/employersWhich sectors are best/worstWhat is the prevalence of unlawful and negative treatment. (2005 – 54%?) are we better or worse?The interim report based on the survey findings is going to be launched shortly so look out for it. Qualitative work to understand the issues that are thrown up by the survey.Over 100 face to face interviews, in addition to employer and employee focus groupsDrawing on our survey findings we’ll look at the costs to business, women and the State of pregnancy and maternity discrimination 



Solutions  
 
• Online advice and guidance 
• Toolkit for employers and women 
• Online training resource 
• Taskforces  
• Recommendations 
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Work with partners to develop solutions In order to support our large scale research we have a range of projects which have creates a suite of solutions in this areawe’ll provide updated online guidance for employers and individualsAn online toolkit aimed at smaller employers who don’t have HR support to help them through legal compliance a range of videos of a wide variety of employers talking about the benefits to them of positively managing pregnancy and maternity targeted social media activity and Shift in Perception Recommend change where needed 



 
Social Media Campaign 

 

. 
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Start widespread public conversationGood practice videosSocial media communicationA simple, positive and motivating campaign that promotes the value of maternity rights for both employees and employers.It  makes the campaign personal, and frames it around a positive message. Raises awareness of the benefits of good practice 



The future is 
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So where are we? We are looking to launching our research and resources shortly. They will be cutting edge and up to date based on how we access information now 



 
 

QUESTIONS? 
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Any questions?
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